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Short Quotes:
“A can’t-miss theatrical experience… (5 STARS) ★★★★★” - Calgary Sun
“ASTONISHING!... This is your story told brilliantly. SEE IT” - CBC radio
“BOOM is a stunning achievement… (5 STARS) ★★★★★” - Calgary Herald
“A visual feast! Rick Miller’s best solo show to date!” - The Globe and Mail
“Rick Miller carries off the impossible task he has set for himself with energy and bravado!” - Toronto Star
“A Panasonic BOOM!... AMAZING!...The show is a wonder!” - The National Post
“A tour-de-force performance!” - Canada AM
“RIVETING! The most talented one-man-show-maker in the country!” - Jazz FM
“DAZZLING! A magical mystery tour of the Boomer age!” - Newstalk 1010
“BRILLIANT! Miller is one of the country’s most gifted, versatile artists” - NOW Magazine
“DEEPLY MOVING! The master impersonator at his best” - TorontoStage.com
“JAW-DROPPING!...His talent transcends generations!” - Mooney on Theatre
“★★★★1/2! BOOM is a must-see for all generations!” - Theatromania
“MAGNIFICENT! A staggeringly original work” - Digital Journal
“One big and beautiful explosion…” - London Free Press
“MIND-BOGGLING!... Nothing short of brilliant!”- Victoria Times Colonist
“BOOM will blow YOUR MIND! A triumph of clever writing, state-of-the-art production and remarkable performance” - Edmonton Sun
“A remarkable piece of theatre…I’ve never seen anything like it before!” - Halifax Chronicle Herald
“A MIRACULOUS mirage… a solo tour-de-force. Miller is a protean shape-shifter” - Vancouver Observer
“FLAWLESS!... A lively, multi-media, music and impersonation-filled charge through a quarter century” - The Ottawa Citizen
“A fascinating, kaleidoscopic overview of an era... I was mesmerized!” - Montreal Gazette
“The most unique show I have ever seen on stage.” - Montreal Suburban
“STUNNINGLY GOOD! A spectacular performance.” - CBC Winnipeg
“A big, bold, ambitious summary of an era” - Winnipeg Free Press

Quotes by City:
Calgary January 2015
“BOOM is a can’t-miss theatrical experience. Theatre this
dynamic, special, insightful and innovative doesn’t come around
often enough for you to miss it. There is no question BOOM
will become an international hit because its themes, characters
and music are universal... Miss it at your own peril. (5 STARS)
☆☆☆☆☆” - Calgary Sun
“Astonishing.... BOOM is not simply a superlative theatrical
experience, but I’d venture to say that it will change the way
we think of historical-docu period plays from now on. Part
performance, part impersonation, part documentary but fully
multi-media, BOOM tackles the era between 1945 and 1969...
I sat in front of a bullseye boomer woman who quietly laughed
and sang and cried and nodded her head in agreement

throughout the entire show. This is your story told brilliantly.
SEE IT” - CBC radio
Calgary October 2016
“BOOM is a stunning achievement, whether you connect with
it as a history lesson, a love story or both. It’s a show that stars
and ends, not with a whimper, but with booming inventiveness.”
- Calgary Herald
“***** (5 stars) ASTONISHING!... “ - Calgary Sun
“One-man show BOOM a treat for parents and millenials…
Miller is a chameleon on speed. He flips from Bugs Bunny to
Winston Churchill to Bob Dylan without missing a beat”
- The Gauntlet
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Toronto February 2015
“A visual feast! Miller’s best solo show to date – with a brilliant
design concept that allows him to use his inimitable vocal
talents to tell this story in a way that no one else could” - The
Globe and Mail
“A rapid-fire examination of the world between 1945 and
1969…Miller carries off the impossible task he has set for
himself with energy and bravado” - Toronto Star
“A Panasonic BOOM!... AMAZING!...The show is a wonder!”
- The National Post
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“A staggeringly original work! The completely full Panasonic
Theatre crowd were on their feet in appreciation of such a
magnificent, multifaceted performance.” - Digital Journal
“Miller is an incredible talent. The production is visually
impressive, and projections are used wonderfully to paint the
stage - I think Boom could become as big a hit, or even bigger
than MacHomer” - BroadwayWorld.com
“If history was taught like this to me in high school, maybe I
would have paid more attention.” - TorontoIsAwesome.com
“A tour-de-force physical and vocal performance. It blew my
mind!” - The Richard Crouse Show

“A tour-de-force performance!” - Canada AM
“RIVETING! The most talented one-man-show-maker in the
country!” - Jazz FM

“Boom has all the trademarks of a Rick Miller production; it
deals with a subject that is deeply thought, intelligent, impish,
perceptive and so energetic it leaves you breathless”
– The Slotkin Letter

“IMAGINATIVE! Rick Miller is a brilliant performer!” - CBC
London, Ontario March 2015
“DAZZLING! A magical mystery tour of the Boomer age!”
- Newstalk 1010
“Rick Miller is one of the country’s most gifted, versatile artists,
and that’s on display in BOOM. The show’s brilliant, layered
design by Yannik Larivée (set, costumes, props) and David
Leclerc (projections) allows us to experience several things at
once. - NOW Magazine
“****1/2! BOOM is a must-see for all generations. A multimedia
tapestry that seamlessly chronicles a period of 25 years”
- Theatromania
“the master impersonator at his best, cascading 100 characters
in 100 minutes to relive the compelling events from 1945 to
1969. It’s polished, purposeful and oh so pleasant to observe.
BOOM is a deeply moving reflection piece that curiously, but not
surprisingly, secures new found optimism.”
- TorontoStage.com
“BOOM is part history lesson, part nostalgia trip, part musical
tribute concert and part multimedia slide show. The three
narrative threads converge and intertwine beautifully against
the backdrop of heady historical events of the late ‘60s…
Miller’s talent transcends generations.” - Mooney on Theatre

“It’s one big and beautiful explosion at the Grand Theatre.
Toronto actor and playwright Rick Miller’s one-person BOOM
makes for a stunning impact. The actor’s solo flight is matched
by the BOOM team’s technical and design marvels in this multimedia world of wonders.” - London Free Press
“Whether you are a boomer or not, you should see this show.
It explains how one generation changed everything. It will
enlighten Generation X, Y and Millennials on how they came
to be who they are. And if the idea of a history lesson doesn’t
interest you, you should see this show just to marvel at the
amazing talent of Rick Miller.” - Theatre in London
Victoria August 2015
A mind-boggling and dizzying tour of the world between 1945
and 1969… Nothing short of brilliant. Two aspects stand out
particularly: Boom’s jaw-dropping design and Miller’s shapeshifting ability to metamorphose from one character to another
like a chameleon… I’ve never experienced anything quite like
it… Miller — working with a terrific team — has managed to
meld theatre and technology in an exciting, innovative manner
that delights and, on occasion, amazes. That is no small feat.
And that is why you need to go see Boom.”
- Victoria Times Colonist
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Edmonton September 2015

Winnipeg May 2016

““☆☆☆☆1/2… BOOM will blow YOUR MIND! A triumph of
clever writing, state-of-the-art production and remarkable
performance” - Edmonton Sun

“STUNNINGLY GOOD! Miller provides spot-on impressions
of dozens of characters as he covers nearly 25 years of baby
boomer history. A spectacular performance.” - CBC Winnipeg

“A triumph of techno-virtuosity! Miller appears and disappears,
like a vision, or a holograph, constantly reinventing himself” Edmonton Journal

“A big, bold, ambitious summary of an era”
- Winnipeg Free Press.

Halifax November 2015
“A remarkable piece of theatre and a tour de force of technical
wizardry. You will laugh and gasp at Miller’s brilliance and at
memories reawakened. ‘I’ve never seen anything like it before,’
was heard more than once during opening night Friday at
Neptune Theatre.” - Halifax Chronicle Herald
Vancouver January 2016
“extraordinary vocal range and great timing” - Vancouver Sun
“A MIRACULOUS mirage… a solo tour-de-force. Miller is a
protean shape-shifter” - Vancouver Observer
“The skills are insane…The accompanying visuals are
stunning… Miller performs his pants off”- Georgia Straight
Ottawa February 2016
“Flawlessly performed... The one-man show is a lively, multimedia, music and impersonation-filled charge through a quarter
century” - The Ottawa Citizen

“It’s one big and beautiful explosion at the Grand Theatre.
Toronto actor and playwright Rick Miller’s one-person BOOM
makes for a stunning impact. The actor’s solo flight is matched
by the BOOM team’s technical and design marvels in this multimedia world of wonders. “- London Free Pree, London, ON
“Whether you are a boomer or not, you should see this show.
It explains how one generation changed everything. It will
enlighten Generation X, Y and Millennials on how they came
to be who they are. And if the idea of a history lesson doesn’t
interest you, you should see this show just to marvel at the
amazing talent of Rick Miller.”- Theatre in London
Thousand Islands May 2017
“Boom is dynamite... While this is a one-actor play, it feels
like anything but. Miller plays dozens of different characters
and does a superb job of impersonating characters as diverse
as Elmer Fudd, Winston Churchill and Janis Joplin. While the
technological side of the show is certainly impressive, it doesn’t
upstage Miller, who has both a Dora and Gemini award winner.
His performance — sure, Boom has a storyline, but to me it
feels more like a performance piece than it does a play — is
mesmerizing, and it in itself makes Boom worth seeing.”
- Kingston Whig-Standard

Montreal March 2016
Saskatoon August 2017
“A fascinating, kaleidoscopic overview of an era... I was
mesmerized!” - Montreal Gazette
“Rick Miller’s BOOM is the most unique show I have ever seen
on stage.” - Montreal Suburban
“Diablement divertissant, devrait être présenté aux jeunes gens
du monde entier.” - Le Devoir

“An inventive, brilliantly executed piece of theatrical art... Miller
takes the one-man show to places it’s never been in a dynamic
and impressive performance. They used to say that if you
remembered the ’60s, you weren’t there. But you’ll remember
Boom long after its echo subsides” - Saskatoon Star Phoenix
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Jan. 21, 2015
THE GLOBE AND MAIL

A few years ago, Rick Miller – Canada’s most talented impressionist
since Rich Little – performed a show called Hardsell that was,
essentially, about his fears of having sold out as an artist. He
tore his hair out on stage about having hosted a video-gag show
on ABC and toured his Fringe show MacHomer – a mash-up of
The Simpsons and Shakespeare – for 15 years to feed his family
instead of pursuing his muse in a purer fashion.

The form is entirely new: Miller performs on a stage that looks like
a huge slide projector with a tall, translucent column rising from
the centre of it. He begins by showing us videos of his interview
subjects on the column – while he provides the voices for them.
Then, the videos disappear and Miller tells the stories simply with
his impressions – as David Leclerc’s projects provide a visual feast
of fast-flying pictures and text.

Given the concerns Miller outlined in that train wreck, it’s more than
ironic that his next one-man show should be BOOM. “The Music,
Culture and Events that Shaped a Generation,” reads the marketing
copy. “One man. 25 years. 100 of the most influential figures.”

There’s no real surprises here: We go from atomic bombs to Cold
War hot spots, television to Tupperware. We get to hear Miller
channel Louis St. Laurent and John F. Kennedy, Edward R. Murrow
and Walter Cronkite, and (most entertainingly) singers from Little
Richard to Mick Jagger to Janis Joplin.

On paper, it seems like the most pandering piece of theatre ever
to grace Toronto’s Panasonic Theatre – and we’re talking about a
space that has hosted both the Blue Man Group and the Queen
musical, We Will Rock You, so that’s saying something.
But: Darn it. Upon actually seeing BOOM, I have to admit it is Miller’s
best solo show to date – with a brilliant design concept that allows
him to use his inimitable vocal talents to tell this story in a way
that no one else could. He even made this millennial (technically; I
was born in the year Phil Collins released Face Value) get over his
generational grudges – and enjoy sitting through tales of Frisbees
and birth control and the Cuban Missile Crisis one more time.
Like Hardsell, BOOM is a “lecture/performance” – but it also
borrows elements from documentary theatre and gives them a new
twist. Miller has chosen three people to be our guide through the
tumultuous postwar year: Madeline, a white woman from Cobourg,
Ont.; Laurence, an African-American from Chicago; and Rudolf
Schmitt, an advertising man and illustrator originally from Vienna
– and born before the Second World War.

Miller always takes pains to link his potted history to the personal
lives of his three narrators – and he does it with surprising elegance.
The reason Madeline is there is obvious: she’s Miller’s mother. But
why Laurence and Rudfolf have been chosen is less immediately
apparent – and part of the joy of the show is finding out where and
when and how these three very different individuals intersect.
There’s no doubt that BOOM can be superficial, but how could a
two-hour show covering 25 years be any more than survey? I went
in ready to hate BOOM – but it’s not a bust at all.
© Copyright (c) The Globe and Mail
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Jan. 12, 2015
NATIONAL POST

Miller’s big break came soon after that spell playing Murderer No.
2. He was sitting backstage, waiting to deliver his six lines in the
Shakespeare in the Park production of Macbeth, when he started
wondering how the play would sound like if the characters of The
Simpsons performed it. By the end of the summer he had written
an entire play and performed it for the Macbeth cast.
“It was a stupid cast party joke,” Miller says. Yet he was soon
performing that joke at schools and festivals, eventually touring
internationally. MacHomer ended up playing for 17 years.
But Miller wanted to work on something more substantial, and he
turned to his mentor, Lepage, and began to help him on his world
tours. Miller eventually went back to writing his own plays, and
co-created Bigger Than Jesus and HARDSELL with fellow Canadian
theatre director, playwright and actor Daniel Brooks.
Miller is probably most recognized down south for his stint as the
host for Just for Laughs Gags when it aired on ABC. When asked
about the hosting gig, Miller skims over the topic, having to take a
moment to remember that he even did the show.
“Right, the TV show that I did. I always kind of brush that over
because it was such a big thing for so many people but it really was
only a few weeks of my life in the end,” he says.

Rick Miller had just graduated from McGill University in Montreal
with a degree in architecture. Like all students leaving school for
the first time, the world was full of opportunities, and so he went
to make his first career move: a job for a Shakespeare in the Park
production. He played Murderer No. 2, for free.
“My mother thought I was absolutely insane,” he says. Neither her
nor Miller knew it at the time, but it was the inauspicious
beginning of a long and storied career. Miller would go on to become
a successful playwright, director, performer, voice actor, comedian
and TV host. Entertainment Weekly even named him “one of the
100 most creative people alive today.”
Miller didn’t grow up with creativity surrounding him in his
suburban childhood home in Montreal. As one of four boys, Miller’s
earlier days revolved around sports. Still, there his grandmother
saw something more. Her nickname for him was “künstler”— “the
artist” in German.
It wasn’t until the age of 21 when Miller met his mentor, Robert
Lepage, that he decided to pursue arts. Miller was in his second year
of architecture and Lepage, one of the country’s most respected
theatre artists, recommended that he complete his schooling.

Despite the show running for three seasons, Miller only spent a
total of four days in Los Angeles to film it.
“I’m not dismissing it, but it wasn’t my favourite creative
experience,” Miller says. “I had nothing creatively to do with the
show, so it didn’t have as much value to me.”
Despite racking up awards in both theatre and television – Miller
won a 2009 Gemini for for his part in Atomic Betty – Miller insists
that theatre is what he enjoys doing most. “[My favourite thing]
right now is still to perform to a full house of people, and to take
them on a ride that they can only get in a room with me on a stage,”
he says. His latest creation is Mirvish’s BOOM, which will run in
Toronto starting Jan. 15. It centres around three Baby Boomers as
they grew up. Just like MacHomer, it’s a a compressed effort: The
one-man show squeezes 25 years of history, starting at 1965, into
100 minutes.
“It paints a picture of a generation that was incredibly interesting
to me and still has an enormous impact on the way we live today,”
Miller says. “I wanted to document and bring to life the music and
the culture and the politics of a really explosive generation.
“It’s kind of a perspective of, here’s a planet, at that time there were
only three billion people, going through so much tension and
turbulence, like always, but everyone is connected to everyone
else.”
© Copyright (c) National Post
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Oct. 27, 2015
BY ELISSA BARNARD, THE CHRONICLE HERALD

BOOM an absolute blast for
audience
BOOM is a remarkable piece of theatre and a trip down memory
lane.
“I’ve never seen anything like it before,” was heard more than once
during opening night Friday at Neptune Theatre.
Rick Miller got an immediate standing ovation after his lightning
and enlightening journey through the music, culture and history of
the baby boomer era from 1945 to 1969.
It’s a tour de force of technical wizardry marked by Miller’s amazing
talent at vocal impersonation. He shifts easily through over 100
voices from the smooth growl of Winston Churchill to the rock howl
of Janis Joplin.
Trained as an architect and a self-described polymath, Miller was
born in 1970 and conceived when Apollo 11 lifted off.
As the writer, director and performer of BOOM, he goes on a
personal journey to figure out where he came from by intertwining
three fictional stories based on compilations of true family stories.
There is his father as a child suffering post-war privation in Vienna
before he immigrates to Montreal and becomes an ad man. There
is the hearty black blues musician from Chicago who comes to
Canada as a draft dodger and who has a wonderful, crusty, old
grannie.
The character of the mother is the most mainstream — and
familiar — as a naive little girl growing up in Cobourg, Ont. She
remembers the day the television arrived and dreams of going to
Disneyland — a dream partly realized when her older brother gives
her a Disneyland Viewmaster.
Miller believes history is an ever-repeating cycle or circle and he
conveys this visually. He stands within a cylinder that’s like a time
capsule, a rocket ship or an Andy Warhol Campbell Soup can.
The statements of news events fly around the scrim as if they are
orbiting the moon.
The cylinder rises out of a giant circular platform like a tilted,
long-playing record which, like the cylinder’s scrim, is a surface for
sophisticated visual imagery.
Miller condenses a tremendous amount of fascinating, violent and
liberating history in BOOM, racing from year to year as he sings
the songs of the time — a show highlight and an astounding feat
of convincing transformation from Perry Como to Steppenwolf to,
believe it or not, Joni Mitchell.
Miller makes his patterns of circles and squares clear visually and
thematically.
The squares are the boxes of the TV sets, of the TV dinners and of
the packaged, processed foods that became abundant during this

era. Not only is history cyclical but people tend to want to crawl into a
box and isolate themselves from world events.
This is not the type of show where you will laugh and cry; instead, you
will laugh and gasp at Miller’s brilliance and at memories reawakened.
The performance will mean the most to boomers and to people who
were kids in the 1960s, and even the 1970s, when the turbulence of the
Vietnam war, the civil rights movement, political assassinations and the
sexual revolution left their mark.
People will recognize touchstones of their youth like Star Trek, Barbie
and Ken, 1950s advertisements, TV rabbit ears and black-and-white
static, and the love of cars and family road trips.
BOOM, now touring Canada and to be the most performed original play
in Canadian theatres this season, is part of a larger, online memory
project where Miller and his team are collecting stories from people in
each location they perform.
Miller, a chatty, down-to-earth chap far removed from the stereotype
of the condescending British thespian, comes out at show’s end for a
talkback. On opening night he was taken to task for not including The
Guess Who. It came down to paying for the rights to songs, Miller said.
The only Rolling Stones song he could include was a Beatles cover.
He said he sees himself as “curating a time capsule.”
“Part of the experience of the show is how the hell did he do that? I hope
you all found yourselves in this crazy thing.”
Helping Miller create the visual magic is an invisible team including
projection designer David Leclerc, lighting designer Bruno Matte,
composer/sound designer Creighton Doane and set/costume/props
designer Yannik Larivee.
BOOM, presented by Kidoons (a website for animated, historical
storytelling for kids) and WYRD productions, runs at Neptune Theatre to
Nov. 8 for two hours including intermission.
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LAKE CHAMPLAIN WEEKLY
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Mar 25, 2016
MONTREAL GAZETTE

BOOM is an explosion of sound,
vision and song
The eponymous BOOM of Rick Miller’s touring hit invokes the
Hiroshima bomb, the post-war baby boom and the boom of
the rocket boosters which took man to the moon. But it could
also refer to the explosive energy of the man himself, whose
previous work includes the Shakespeare-meets-the-Simpsons
spoof MacHomer and occasional collaborations with Robert
Lepage.
For almost two hours, Miller powers through 25 years and some
hundred voices, many of them musical: included are clean cut
crooners from the ’40s, rock’n’rollers from the ’50s, and the
wild men and women of the pre-Woodstock era. All the while he
perfectly calibrates his performance with a truly dazzling cascade
of imagery, projected onto and beyond the see-through cylinder
which surrounds him.
As a showcase for Miller’s stamina and impersonation skills, BOOM,
which clocked its 200th performance last Tuesday, is already on
solid ground. But it’s also a fascinating, kaleidoscopic overview of
an era, taking in everything from Cold War anxieties, the birth of
television, the civil rights movement, the blooming and withering of
flower power optimism, the naiveté (or extreme chutzpah) of ’50s
and ’60s admen, and plenty more besides.
Much of it covers familiar territory, and of course there’s an
undeniable nostalgic thrill to be had in that. Even if, like Miller,
you didn’t actually live through that tumultuous period (he was
born in 1970), the iconic stills and footage of, say, JFK, MLK, Che,
Elvis et al are hardwired into even the most historically incurious
consciousness. But Miller finds several ways to make this more
than a run-through of history’s golden oldies.
For a start, he’s chosen three characters to guide us through
the period: his Viennese dad, his erstwhile hippie mom (heavily
fictionalized, he admitted in one of the talkbacks he gives after
every show), and an African-American draft dodger.
Miller also drops in plenty of lesser-known nuggets: who knew that
Harry S. Truman was briefly a member of the KKK?
Most importantly, he makes lots of salient connections between
past and the present – a Trudeau again in the highest office,
for instance, and a resurgence of the spirit of ’68 in the Occupy
Movement.
Miller is a thoroughly likeable stage presence, so it will inevitably
come over as churlish to suggest he might be a bit too likeable.
But I sometimes yearned for a little more grit, a touch more
anger, pessimism, even disgust at some of the low points of the
period. Clearly, though, that isn’t his thing, which is mainly to give
his audience a thoroughly good time. On that score he certainly
succeeds: for much of the show’s running time, I was mesmerized.
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Mar 31 2016
THE SUBURBAN

Rick Miller’s BOOM is the most
unique show I have ever seen
on stage
When I interviewed Rick Miller a few weeks ago for a Suburban
preview of his one-man show called BOOM at the Segal Centre,
I knew that Montreal theatre-goers were in for something very
unique. The three week run concludes April 10 and after having
seen a matinee presentation earlier this week I am completely in
awe with what this man does during his two hours on the stage.
A Dora and Gemini award-winning writer/performer/director based
in Toronto, Miller grew up in Town of Mount Royal and trained as
an architect, actor, musician, playwright and visual artist. He has
performed in five languages on five continents. BOOM, a Kidoons
and WYRD production, is being presented by Copa de Oro and the
Segal Centre. Written, directed and performed by Miller, BOOM is an
explosive stage documentary chronicling the post-war Baby Boom
years.
“One man, 25 years and 100 of the most influential figures is one
way to describe the show,” Miller told me.
Originally commissioned by the Stratford Festival, BOOM brings
the past back to life via Miller’s storytelling. It chronologically
documents the historical period stretching from that first “boom”
of the Atomic Bomb in 1945, to Apollo 11 landing the first human
beings on the Moon in 1969, Beatlemania, Trudeaumania, “The
Summer of Love” and much more! This allows audiences to relive
iconic moments in music, culture and politics of 25 of the most
tumultuous years in modern history. Miller uses cutting-edge
multimedia, turning the stage into a giant slide projector. I must
say I have never seen a set quite like this. I was glad to see many
young students in the audience because this is a living history
lesson, brought to live via a very neat collection of news clips and
headlines.
Miller enters the stage to warm up the audience and then engages
in what looks like three live conversations with his mom and two
other personalities (we won’t spoil that ending as to whom they
are). While it is pre-recorded, you really cannot tell for the back
and forth is right on the mark. Miller mimics 100 different voices
to perfection during this show, from Ed Sullivan to John F. Kennedy
and Pierre Elliott Trudeau. He performs songs from the likes of
John Lennon, Joni Mitchell, Hank Williams, Buddy Holly and many
others – again right on the mark.
In the program book he tells interviewer Caitlin Murphy that while
attending École St. Clement in TMR he remembers imitating the
late Roger Doucet who sang O Canada at Habs games. He went on
to say he would sit in his bedroom and try to imitate rock singers
in the 70s and 80s. “The first ones I think I nailed down were Neil
Diamond and Barbara Streisand,” he said.
BOOM, Miller maintains, is not really about parody but rather trying
to recreate historical moments.

Miller takes the time after each presentation to have a talkback with
the audience. He told our group that he wants to return here in the not
too distant future to do the French version of the show. In addition, the
entire show will soon be available on DVD for high schools. Now that
is something neat. BOOM is so good that many people are returning
for a second time. If you do decide to come back with friends or family
members who haven’t yet seen it, you will receive a 15 percent discount
on up to two tickets for that second viewing. Just hold on to your original
ticket stub and show it at the box office.
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LE DEVOIR

Révolutions
Avec son plus récent solo, Rick
Miller fait œuvre de mémoire
Rick Miller est un interprète doué, très doué. Né et formé
à Montréal, maintenant installé à Toronto, le comédien,
chanteur, imitateur et danseur, doté d’un charisme de rock
star, est l’archétype de ce que les États-Uniens appellent
a triple threat, une véritable bête de scène. Collaborateur
de Robert Lepage, notamment dans Lipsynch, l’homme
est aussi créateur et interprète de solos documentaires et
autofictionnels qui font le tour du monde.
Après MacHomer, où Shakespeare rencontrait Les Simpson,
Bigger Than Jesus, une irrévérencieuse relecture de la
Passion qui a été présentée en français au Quat’Sous en
2010, et Hardsell (Vendu), une réflexion sur la société de
consommation présentée au Carrefour, à Québec, en 2012,
Rick Miller est de retour avec Boom, une vertigineuse
plongée dans le legs considérable des baby-boomers, un
spectacle présenté en anglais sur lequel il travaille depuis
2011 et qui a déjà plus de 200 représentations au compteur.
Remarquable synthèse historique, le spectacle opère
aussi certainement que la plus irrésistible des machines à
remonter le temps. Truffée d’informations sur la société et la
culture, mais aussi sur les membres de la famille de Miller,
que le principal intéressé a interrogés et qu’il incarne sur
scène avec truculence, la représentation est une savante
juxtaposition de sons, de voix, de musiques et d’images. On
croirait à un musée vivant, une multitude de faits saillants
qui s’élancent vers la salle depuis un cylindre de tulle et une
passerelle circulaire, surfaces de projection d’un dispositif
scénographique qui fait brillamment écho au passage du
temps, à son caractère inévitable et cyclique.
De 1945 à 1969, du bombardement d’Hiroshima aux
premiers pas de l’homme sur la Lune, le comédien prête son
corps et sa voix à une centaine de personnalités politiques et
musicales. Combien de rêves ont été formulés pendant ces
vingt-cinq années dont nous sommes les héritiers ? Combien
d’utopies ? Combien de révolutions ? Combien de victoires ?
Combien de désillusions ? La formule, devenue clichée, n’en
demeure pas moins vraie : celui qui ne sait pas d’où il vient
ne peut savoir où il va. En ce sens, le solo de Miller, fortement
instructif en même temps que diablement divertissant,
devrait être présenté aux jeunes gens du monde entier.
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